
The Family Bibles

When my grandmother Isabel Alexander (m/s Jaffrey) was nearing the end of her days 
she decided to “redd up” her affairs. Following on family tradition she set a bonfire. 
However when it came to burning the Alexander family bibles, she hesitated, fearful 
perhaps of the accounting shortly to come   As it happened her son Robert and his wife 
Mary came home on a visit from their adopted country of New Zealand and she 
prevailed on Robbie to do the needful  So risking his immortal soul to please his 
mother, he burnt the bibles but without telling her he removed the frontispiece pages 
and took them back to N Z with him 
In the course of time he passed them on to his son George and in turn they were left to 
George’s widow Freda who saved them for me  There were two bibles involved, one 
belonging to John Alexander and his wife Jannet Morrison, and the other to son 
William Alexander and his wife Isabella Brown.  
 Uncle Robbie continued the tradition as best he was able, adding his own New Zealand 
family in turn
Willy-nilly then, I found myself with a head start in family research, beginning with the 
Alexanders of Meikle Wartle in the parish of Rayne
At first I used long-hand and sheets of paper of the kind used to line drawers to 
construct thr ever widening branches of the family tree  Eventually I caught up with 
computers and started using the Mormon’s PA F programme mainly because it was free 
to down load  and it gave ready access to the old parish records which their researchers 
had so assiduously collected   Computers are great for collecting and saving 
information but hopeless at presentation and not a patch on lining paper
Now there are two, maybe three pitfalls in the family tree business  The first is trying to 
reach back as far as possible even to stretching things a little for the earliest possible 
date  The next is to search for the rich or famous to add lustre or fame to what may be a 
very unremarkable tale   Lastly  when dealing with the affairs of people still alive it is 
necessary to be aware that they might not wish the world to know too much about them  
In exchanging information with others it is important to be mindful of this and treat the 
information as confidential 

And so to Patrick Alexander 
For a long time I excluded him as a starting point, the evidence  too scant   He paid his 
poll tax in 1696 and the poll tax records are generally the earliest Scottish records we 
have so he and his wife are useful and we need to know about them  Had he reappeared 
as Patrick at the baptism of an otherwise known family member then OK but as Peter 
sorry not conclusive enough  Since there are now lots of people tracing their roots back 
to this point it is helpful if we all sing from the same hymn sheet and can readily 
identify the family so on that ground alone I leave Patrick in but I “hae my doots”  I 
think the next review will see Patrick demoted and William the elder restored to his 
rightful place 



Now Ian brings in our most famous family member William Alexander(1826) and I 
fully agree  Overcoming adversity, and largely self educated he tells us much of the 
family and their times which would otherwise not be available to us  William has an 
honoured and rightful place As I recall the character in the book Johnny Gibb of 
Gushetneuk he  opens his tale by scolding  the ”orra” loon who has left the tail gate of 
the  cart hanging open and losing the load as a consequence   This seemed very real to 
me since I started my working life as just such a loon   Verbal abuse was part of the 
deal, perhaps best summed up in the words of a farmer to one such “What ye dinna 
connach ye blaad and what ye dinna blaad ye connnach” Although the dialect was 
familiar to me and fairly easy to read the content was too close for comfort and I gave 
up very shortly

In my print out “Descendants of Patrick Alexander” I have curtailed the programme at 
10 generations although it runs now to 12  so the more recent members of the family 
are spared any possible embarrassment 
 I have to rely on family members telling me of recent arrivals, and if they want the 
entire print  out they are most welcome to have it 
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